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NAGT Crustal Evolution Education, Project
Edward C. Stoever, Jr., Project Director

Welcome to the exciting world of current research
into the composition, history and processes of the.
earth's crust and the application of this knowledge
to man's activities. The earth sciences are
currently experiencing a dramatic_revolution in
our understanding Of the way in which the earth
works CEEP modules are besigned to bring into
the classroom the methods,and results of these
continuing investigations. The Crustal Evolution
Education Project began work in 1974 under
the auspices of the National Association of
Geology Teachers. CEEP materials have been
developed by teams of science educators,
classroom teachers, and scientists. Prior to
publication, the materials were field tested by
mare than 200 teachers and over 12,000 students

Current crustal evolution research is a breaking
story that students are living through today.

About CEEP Modules...
Most CEEP modules consist of two booklets. a
Teacher's G'uide and a Student Investigation The
Teacher's Guide contains all the information
and illustrations in the Studentlnyestigation,
plus sections printed in color, intended only for the
teacher, as welt as answers to the questions that
are included in the Student Investigation.
In same modules, there are illustrations that
appear only in the Teacher's Guide, and these are
designated by figure letters instead of the number
sequence used in the Student Investigation.

For some modules, maps, rulers and other
common classroom ,materials are needed, and in

The material was prepared with the
support of National Science Foundation
Grant Nos SED 75-20151, SED 77-08539,
and SED 78-25104. However, any opinions,
findings. conciusiohs, or recommendations
expressed herein are those of the author(s)
and do not necessarily reflect the views
of NSF

In order to comply with U S Public Law
94-86. every school district in the U S A
using these materials agrees to make
them available for inspection by parents or
guardians of chillren engaged in
educatiorial programs or projects of thn
school distnct

Copyright 1919 by Southeast Missouri State University
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Teachers and students alike have a unique
opportunity through CEEP modules to share in the
unfolding of these educationally important and
exciting advances. CEEP modules are designed
to provide students with appealing firsthand
investigative experiences with concepts which are
at or close to the frontiers of scientifit inquiry into
plate tectonics. Furthermore, the CEEP modules
are designed to be used by teachers with little or
no previous background in the modern theories
of sea-floor spreading, continental drift and plate
tpctonics.

We know that you will enjoy using CEEP
modules in your classroom. Read on, and be
prepared to experience a renewed enthusiasm fo'r
teaching as you learn more about the living earth
in this and other CEEP modules

varying quantities according to the method of
presentation Read over the module before
scheduling its use in class and refer to the list of
MATERIALS in the module.

Each module is individual and self-contained in
content, but some are divided into two or more
parts for convenience. The recommended length
of time for each module is indicated. Some modules
requite prerequisite knowledge of some aspects
of basic earth science, this is noted in the
Teacher's Guide.ry



Why Does Sea Level Change?

INTRODUCTION
In this module students study a poisible explana-
tion for large changes in sea level that occurred
during and since Cretaceous time. In PART A
the students learn the relationship between
the temperature of a rock and the voluMe that
the rock occupies. In PART B the students apply
this- knowledge, -and a knowledge of sea -door
spreading, to eXplain sea level changes, They do
this by gathering data from a model of sea-floor
spreading constructed of blocks on a paper .

grid.

Geologists have found evidence that sea level
has not always been the same. In fact, many
geologists believe that it may have changed
by as much as 300 meters intthe past 200 million
years. At one time large areas of what is now
the United States were under sea water. The sea
extended as far north as the Dakotas. Even -

the Appalachian mountain area might have been
covered by the sea. What could have caused
such a great rise in sea revel? Then, why did
sea level go back down? ,

PREREQUISITE STUDENT BACKGROUNDS Students should be familiar with the theory of
sea-floor spreading. They should understand
the significance of subduction zones in the
consumption of crust and the significance of
mid-ocean ridges as places where new crust is
produCed. They should know what is meant by sea
level and the relationship between sea level
and the formation of marine sedimentary rocks.

OBJECTIVES

'

I

After you !lave completed these activities, you
should be able to:
1. Describe the relationship1between the
temperature and the volume of a rock.
2. Describe how the rate of sea-floor spreading
affects the volume of the mid -ocean ridge.
3. Predict the effect of a change in the rate of
sea-floor spreading upon sea4level.

4



MATERIALS
One set of the following for every two students:
Map, The - Atlantic Ocean Floor, National
Geographic 'society, Educational Services, De-
partment 79, Washington, D.C.,20036.,
Thirty-six bloc* Loc Blocs' are listed in Ward'
Materials List.

The gricton Worksheet 2 is designed to accom-
modate Loc Blocs. if you use zome other type
of block, you may have to supply a new grid with
rectangles the same size as the blocks that
you use.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Geologists, through their study of marine sedi-
merftary rocks, have known for over a century
that there have been major transgressions
(flooding) of the continents during the Upper
Cretaceous (85 million years ago). They occurred
throughout the world. Over the years, various
causes of these transgressions have been sug-
gested. Some of the suggestidns are: 1) the
gradual filling of the ocean basins by sediment,
displacing the water onto the continentg 2) down-
faulting of ocean basins to cause regression
of the sea, accompanied by vertical movements
of both continents and ocean basins, 3) periods of
mountain buildidg causing horizottal com-
pression, Increased elevations and regression or
withdrawal of water and conversely, a quiescent
period which would reduce compression and
consequently ce'Jse a relatiie sub;;;Idence of con-4
tinental areas and transgressions of the.seas.

During the 1960s and early 1970s, it was being
suggested that changes in the volume of the
ocean basins due to changes in volume of mid-
ocean ridges'could account for transgressiOns and
regressions (retreat) dtthe sea. James D. Hays.
end Walter C. Pitman III of Lamont-Doherty .

Geological Observatory have calculated the
olume of most of the mid-oceanic ridges, at sbv-

iral different times, beginning in the Cretaceous
and extending into the upper Tertiary.. After
applying corrections due to the weighting of
continental platfayms by sediments, and the
Aping of continental areas Inland, they arrived
at estimates of changes in sea level for each of
the specific times. These estimates agreed
well witffestimates of sea level changes based on
the occurrence of Marine sediments on the
continents.

O
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They were therefore able to link chan es n sea
level to changes in the volume of the ridges.
What causes the change in volume:of the ridges?
Theis the topic of PART A of this module.
Since warmer rock takes pp more space than
colder rock, a warmer portion of a ridge will
occupy more volume than a colder portion. Since
temperatUre is related to the recency of the
formation of the ridge, the faster a ridge is
forming, the greater will be its volume and there-
fore, the greater the amount of water that will
be displaced bythe ridge. Therefore, ridge
volumeis directly related to the rate of sea-floor
spreading. Any change in this rate will affect

_ sea level: If the rate is increased, sea level will '-
rise. If the rate. is decreased, sea level will

since the proportion of cooler rock then
4.. increasing and therefore the ridge is shrinking
.in volume.

The earth's water surface moderates and
stabilizes climate: If the area of water surface
increases, as it did during the Cretaceous, we
should fi that-the climate moderated: All
evidence in e Cretaceous record does indicate
a moderating 'of climate. The rate of sea-floor
spree ing can then be linked to changes in
climate. There is also evidencethat it is linked to
faunal diversity, that le, the range and numbers
of types of organisms. Periods of climatic sta-
bility, such as those of the Cretaceous, allow great
faunal diversity. There is also a link between ,

spreading rate and ocean circulation. The rate of
sea-floor spreading, therefore, seems to have
had dramatic consequences for life throughout
the past.



SUGGESTED APPROACH
You may want to co, duct a class 'discussion and
a series of demonstrations for that section of
PART A that deals with the relationship-between
temperature of asubstance and its volume.
You should pair-students foe:PART.% One Student_
can construct the model while the other records
the data from the model. Hold a post-laboratory
discussion when all.studenisliave completed
the activities. Use the SUMMARY QUESTIONS
_as a guide. -

PROCEDURE
PART A: What is the relationship between the
lemperatufe and the volume of a rock?
Thefirst Nur steps of PART A assure that stu-
dents understand the relationship between the
temperature of a substance and its volume
This relationship is then applied to rogics in the
ocean's crust. It is established that young
igneous rocks are warmer than old igneous rocks, .
and therefore they have larger. volume. This is
what produces the MO system.
Key words: heat flow, microcalorie, calorie
Time required: two to three 45-minut,periods,
unless demonstrations are necessary for students
to be able to answer the first four questions.

Answer the following questions from your pre-
vious

V
study of science or from the demonstrations

your teacher rn'ay conduct.

1. What happens to the liquid in a therniometer
when you put the therrnometer in hot water?
In cold water?
When a thermoineter is placed in warm water the
liquid will rise in the tube. Students should bb
able to tinderstand that this is because of the
expansion of the liquid due to warming. The
opposite happens when the liquid is looled by
Immersion in cold water.

You may have seen a hot-air balloon. Can you
explain how it is able to rise? What will cause
it to descend?
Hot air expinds, taking.up more space than an
equal mass of cold air. The hot air in the balloon is
less dense, or lighter, than the cooler air around
it. it will be buoyed up by this Cooler air. While
the air is heated by the burner, the balloon

stay aloft. When the burner is extinguished,
tha air-begins to cool. When the weight of the
air in the balloon (added to the weight of the
balloon and gondola) is the same or greater than
the weight of the volume of air It displaces, the

41)
balloon will,bogin to destend. See Figure A for a
demonstration to be used ItAatessary.

3. The metal lid on a glass jar can often be
loosened by placing it in hot water. Why does
this work?
The metal expands faster than the glass. There-

. fore, it will-expand 'more andloosen.

4. What property dO these liquids, gases and
solids have it common?
The property .hat all these materials have in
common is thet they expand, or become less
dense, when heated. There are a few exceptions,
such as the behavior of Ice and water at certain
temperatures. The general rule, howelver, is
that materiaisexpand when heated and contract
when cooled.

5. What would happen to rocks'in the earth's
crust if they were heated? cooled?
Students should 'conclude from the above that
rocks in the earth's crust will act as other
materials act: they will expand-when heated and
contract when cooled.

We have learned thdra gilken mass of Material
takes up more volume when warm than when
cool. Does this also apply to the ocean's crust?
Examine the map, Atlantic Qcean Floor, and
answer the following questions:
Students should have been familiar with plate
tectonic theory before they started this module.
Therefore, they should be able to identify areas
of young rock and areas of old rock from the
topographicfeatures of the ocern floor.

6

Candle

Figure A. Diagram for hot air demonstration.
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6.. Locate tt1e lylid-Atlantic Ridge and the Sierra
Leone Rise. Is the crust in those areas young
or old? How do you know?
Both of these features are composed of relatively
yoimg oceanic crust because new crustal ma-

_Aerial is being formed at these ocean ridges.

7. Locate the Halter Els Plain and the sierra Leone
Basin. Is the crust in those areas young or old?
How do you know? r
fhese features are relatively old because they
are. far from the ridges.

8. Locate the areas identified in 6 and 7 above-
on the profile on Worksheet 1. Where would you
expect the temperatures of the crust to be
high? low? Why?
tn this question students are asked to establish
he connection between age of a rock and its

temperature. Many will nofte able to do this.
Therefore, you will need to discuss this relation-
ship with the class.

The temperatures would be high over the rela-
tively high features and low over the low features.
The lower features are older and have had a
much longer time to cool. Therefore, the rock
There is denser, making up a smaller volume
of the crust.

Scientists can actually take the temperature of
ocean crust. They can do this by measuring what
is called heat flow, which is heat that is given
oh by the crust. The higher Me heat flow, the
higher the temperature of the crust. Table 1 ,

contains some actual measurements of heat flow
in the Atlantic Ocean Basin. These measurements
are in Microcaloiles per square centimeter perk
second. A calorie is the amount-of heat it takes
to raise the tempeiature of one gram of water one
degree Celilus. A n1icrocalorie is one thousandth
of a calorie. These measurements, then, are
of very small differences in rock temperature.

9. Plot the heat flow values on the profire on
Worksheet 1. Were your conclusions in
question b correct?
The haat flow data are average values for a
5-degree square area of the ocean bottom. Stu-
dents should see that the temperature Is higher
over young crust. See Answer Sheet 1.

ti

Table 1.
Heat flow data for use with Worksheet 1.
(Langseth, Le Pechon and Ewing, 1966)

Location Hear flow
1 0.9
2 1.0
3 1.0
4 1.4

. 5 1.6
6 0.8

71. 1.8
8 1.6
9 1.4

10 1.0



North AmericaI,
Hatteras Plain

-2047 meters

-2850
-3000

Mid-Atlantic Ridge

Prop le of the Atlantic Ocean Floor

Cape Verde Basin

-1945 -2000

-3000 -3200 .-3000 -3000

Sierra t eone Rise

-750

.

4
Africa'

Sierra Leone Basin Guinea Basin

-2000

2 3 4 5_

2 3

6 .7 8 9v

1
111
III MI

OEM
111

.,,

3

. Answer Sheet 1 (PART A) .
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Locations

7\
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8 9 10
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PROCEFURE

PART B: How could changes in the rate esea-
floor.spreading Inflpence sea level?
Students record data from a model of the sea-
floor spreading process. The data illustrate the
gradual change in volume of the ridge because of
the change in sea-floor spreading rate and the

44\41fect of this change in.. volume on sea level.
1Pthe model simulates changes in sea level during
and since, the Cretaceous Period.
Key words: none
Time requited: If students are Introduced to the
activity the previouspay and the procedure
explained to them, then the activity can be com-
pleted in ope 45-minute period.
Materials: sE t of 36 blocks for model ocean on

rksheet 2, transparent tape, scissors, colored
`penci Ts.

Scientists suggest that big changes in sea level
are caused by changes in thd volume of the
mid-ocean ridge. Its volume-can be decreased by
the destruction of parts of the ridge or by the
decrease in the rate of sea-floor spreading. The
volume of the ridge can be increased by the
formation of new ridges or by increasing the rate
of sea-floor spreading.

In this activity you will be using a model ocean
consisting of a paper grid (Worksheet.2) and
blocks. You will investigate the effect of a change
in the rate of sea-floor spreading upon the
volume of the mid-ocean ridges and the height
of sea level. Notice that the grid is ruled into
rectangles the same size.as the blocks. Also notice
that subduction zones, a mid-ocean rift and sea
level are indicated on the grid. This model
is of all the world's ocean basins combined. In .

other words, the ridge represents all places4where
new crust originates'and the ends of the paper
represent subduction zones where crust is
destroyed. The blocks will represent the crust.
You will collect data on the effect of tint, changes
of rate of sea-floor spreading upon your model
ocean.

6
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f. Cut out and tape together the two sections df
the paper grid on Worksheet 2. FollOw the
instructions right on the grid. The bottom of the
grid represents the oceap floorcduring a period
when se/ft-floor spreading was not taking place.
Notice that there is no ridge present. This is

. time interval 0. Sea level is now atO. -
Be certain that you have gone through, these
procedures prior to class time. They can be
confusing to the students. it may be best to "talk
them through" with yotir clasd, demonstrating
each step. it would help to use a transparency
of the grit on an overhead projector while
deMonstrating the steps )1 the PROCEDURE.

Step 1, preparation of grid.
t

11- I 1 I

2. Build four stacks of blocks, each stack three
blocks high. Lay the stacks down on the grid
on Wcirksheet 2, two stacks on each side of the
rift. You have started an episode of sea-floor
spreading. This is time interval 1. The four
columns represent the mid-ocean ridge.
When studcnts put the blocks on the grid, be
sure that the columns- are !eying on their sides, "x3

not standing up. Each block should be filling one
rectangle on the grid, and the bottom blocks
should come to the bottom line of the grad.
See illustration for steps 2-5.

In this activity the rate of sea-floor spreading is
represented by the ni.mter of stacks you use.
Four stacks of blocks would represent a faster
spreading rate than two stacks.

Steps 2-5, first addition of material
. at mid-ocean rift. Ridge is now formed

Step 6, sea level rises. Time interval 1..

0
-1-IllWI III

;--1iga
A I_

11)

2

O
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3. Count the number of blocks added at the rift.
Record the number in.column 2 of Worksheet 3.
As you continue this activity, some blocks
will be removed, by going into subduction zones
(off ihe grid), Also, the ridge will cool and shrink
down. Therefore blocks Will be removed, to
represent shrinkage. The total number of blocks
removed is recorded.in alurrin 3. (In steo2 above,
total blocks removed= 0.)

13esure-that_stUdents record the number of blocks
added and removed -as-they_ do. each step. In
the first step, no blocks are removed-for_cooling
and shrinking. The assumption is that the ctust-,
represented by the bottom line of the grid, is very
old, and therefore as cool as it can get.

4kpetermine the difference between the number
of blocks added (column 2) and the number
removed (column 3). In the first time interval
this is equal to 12, which is the total number of
blocks added. Record this in column 4.
See Answer Sheet 3.

5. Determine the change in sea level by dividing
the number in column 4 by 42, which is the total
number of block lengths aci.ns the grid. Enter,

-this number in colunn 6. This will give the change
in sea level in units of block height. In this case
it is one.
in the real world, as the Volume of the ocean
basin occupied by the ridge increases, so does sea -
level, since the ridge displaces sea water. The
activity models this but only in two dimensions- -
area rattier than volume. By dividing net number
of blocks added less those removed (the area)
by 12 (length of the ocean bisin expressed
in block lengths) students determine the change
In the height of the water column (area/length
= height).. If the difference in-blocks added-
removed is positive, sea level rises. If negative,
sea level falls. Again, sine the model used is
two. - dimensional (area) yoU may have to help the
students relate these two-dimensional results"
to changes in volumethree dimeniions.

6. Using the data from column 6, draw aline
across the grid (Worksheet 2) to represent the new
sea level. Use a colored pencil. Each.new sea
level should be drawn in a different color.
Question the students to be sure they understand
that the total area of each sea level change on
the grid (Worksheet 2) relates to the area of \
blocks used.

4
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7. Repeat all of the procedures above until there
is no change in sea level. Remember to do the
same thing on both sides of the ride at each step
throughout the PROCEDURE. Tile old crust
(blocks) must be pushed away from the-rift (to the
right and left) so that there is room to insert the
new crust (blocks). Remember that at each time
interval, you must first insert new material only
at the rift and then you remove one block from
each stack of all old parts of the crust. This,
represerrts shrinkage due to the coolirig of the
older rock. Add the.number of blocks removed
due to shrinkage to the number of any block: .

subducted off the ends of the grid, and record
the total in column 3.
Be certain thatistudents remember to remove one
block from each column representing old crust.
This is to account for cooling during the period
that the-old-crust has been spreadirtgiapart.
When all data for time interval 4'_has been com-
pleted, students will find that insertion of new
material will not result in a change In volume of
the ridge or in sea level.

Step 7, further _additions of material
at ridge Time interval 2.

0

0

4
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8. Now add "new crust" at the slow rate o
stacks of three blocks each; one stack each
side of the rift) and record your resu until once
again there is no change in sea level
The model.has reached equilibrium. Students
shozld now reduce the rate of sea-floor spreading
by onet-haif. Now in step 8 they will begin to
add one stack on each side of the rift, a total of
two stacks of 1,dks, three blocks per stack.

2

2

Step a: time interval 5
INIONIUMMINI 1111101011111111100110

Mansownsiammommustmonom
MOM

- minim=loso E091811111111111111

16E0MICS9ENI&M.116fi

Time interval 6.

onimrsomormans=.11.1111111PPILIPPOIRMillil
, Itrwsam

MI =611118M1M1M1=1
MOM PIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIII0118==0M0Mini,

Time interVals 7 and 8
(both will look alike)

2

2

0

9. Complete column 5 by adding the data from
column 4.1Add each new ridge volume to the
previous ridge volumes.)
The studentl May need help completing colurim
5. The first number entered in column 5 (time
interval 1) is 12; Then add the second nuMbe(ifi)
from column 4 to 12 and enter thee_un(20)
in the Reid space (timp Inter I-2):-Contiiiue until
the colunin has beencom eted. See Answer
Sheet 3.

4
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10. On the graph on Worksheet 3 marked Change
in Ridge Volume,-plot the'-aata you recorded
in, column 5. The resulting curve represents
changes in the volume of the mid-ocean ridge.
See Answer Sheet 3.

11. On the graph on Worksheet 3 marked Total
Change in Sea Level, plot the data yoil recorded
in column 7. The resulting curve represents'
,changes in sea level.
See Answer Sheet 3.

12. Examine the two graphs. What happened
to the volume of the mid-ocean ridge and to
sea level at the first introduction of new crust
(time interval 1)? What do you think caused this?
There was a didmatic.,increase in the volume of
;ha ridge, from 0 to 12. This resulted in a
sudden increase in sea level as a result of the
displacement of watei.

13. As you continued with the high rate of sea-
floor spreading, what happened to the volume
of the ocean ridge? sea level?
The volume of the ocean ridge continues to in-
crease until the fourth step. From here on it
would remain constant. Sea level too increases
until the fourtt step. It will also remain constant
as long as the rate of sea-floor spreading
remains the same.

/ 14. When you used a slower rate of spreading
(step 3), what happened to the mid-ocean ridge? .

to sea level?
With the slowing down -of-seffloor spreading,
the volume o1.the-Mid-ocean. ridge shrinks. Sea
leveoherefore, begins to fall.

15. Why does sea level reach a point where it no
longer changes? Did you find that this occurred
during both fast and slow rates of spreading?
Sea level reaches a point of no change when the
volume of the mid-ocean ridge no longer changes,'
that is, when the development of new crust

, equals that lost by destruction.and/or cooling.

16. Describe the relationships between rate of
sea-floor spreading,. volume of ridge, and sea
level.
Changes In the rate of sea-floor spreading will
change the volume of the ocean crust and
simultaneously, sea level. If the rate Increases,
so will the volume of the crust. Sea lev will then
rise. 12 the rate decreases; cru ump will
shrink, and sea level will fall After a time at the
new sea-floor 4.eac" g rate, the ridge volume
will remain constant and so will seaievel. Since
students used only two spreading rates, they
may not come to these conclusions by them-
selves. You may have to discuss these .
relationships with them.

ti
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Column 1
Time
interval

Colurnn,2
Total blocks
added, bOtn
sides of ridge

Column 3
Total blocks
removed, both
sides of ridge

-

,Column 4
Change in
ridge volume
(Col. 2 minus
Col. 3 ; )

Column 5
Total volume
since spread-
ing began .

,

...

Co.. in 6
Change in sea
level from
previous time
interval
i Col. 4

Column 7
Total ch'ange
in sea level
since spread-
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The model yot.thvilt in step 1 represents the
ocean before the'heginning of the Cretaceous.
Little, or no sRreading was taking place. Sea-floor
spreading started during the Cretaceous (step 2)
and continued at a high rate through time
interval 4. After that it slowed.,

17. What can you say about changes in sea level
during the Cretaceous and up to Present time?
Sea level increased rather rapidly during the
Cretaceous, and then stabilized for awhile. Later it
begin to fall, but never as low as It was previous
to the Cretaceous.

18. As sea level rose during the Cretaceous,
where did the water go? What evidence do we
have today as to where the in ater went?
The water flooded what are now continental
areas. Cretaceous marine rocks extend far inland

.up into the mid-continent of North America,
for example. .

SUMMARY QUESTIONS
1. What* is the relationship betweenthe tem-
perature of a substance, the volume it occupies
and its density?
As temperatu; increases, 50 does the volume
of a substance. Density will decrease.

2. How does the rate of sea-floor Spreading affect
sea level?
A change in rate will cause a change in sea level.
if the rate increases, sea level will rise; if the -
rate decreases, sea level will fall.

3. What has happened to sea level since early in
Cretaceous until the Present?
Sea level rose dramatically during the Cretaceous.
The ocean covered al large area of present land

.surface. Sea level has now subsided, but is
still higherithan it was at the beginning of the
Cretaceous.

19, Why has sea level gone down since Cre-
taceous time? What evidence do we have that
sea level is now lower?
Sea level has probably gone down because of
a slowing of the spreading rate. The fact that
Cretaceous rocks are extensively exposed on the
continents is evidence that sea level has gone
down.

You have been dealing with a model that greatly
simplifies the idea of sea-floor spreading and
its effect 'on sea level. One of the simplifications
i3 that it treats tbe ocean basins as closed
containers with high vertical walls. This of Course,
is not true. On the real earth, the ocean basins
are bounded by continents, The sides of con-
tinents slope gently toward their interior. As sea
level rises, water goes up very slowly and the
area of the ocean expands into the interior
of the continents. Figure 1 indicates the probable
extent of Cretaceous seas onto the continents.
You may be living in an area once covered by
those seas.

REFERENCES
Hays, J.D. and Pitman, W.C. III, 1973, Litho-

spheric plate motioit sea level changes and
climatic and ecologi al consequences. Nature,
v, 246, no. 5427 (NoOr 2), p. 18-22.

Langseth, M., Le Pechon, S. and Ewing, W., 1966,
Crpstal structure of mid-ocean ridges, 5, Heat
flow through the Atlantic Ocean floor and
convection currents. Journal of Geophysical
Relparch, v. 71, no. 22 (Nov. 15), p. 5321-5354.
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Figure 1. The extent of the seas for three geo-
logical epochs:
a. Middle Cretaceous (94 to 100 million years ago) t
b. Upper Cretaceous (70 to 85 million years ago).
c. Eocene (40 to 50 million years ago)
The approximate positions of the mid-ocean. ridge
axes are shown in a and c. (From Hays and
Pitman, 1973.)
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Why Does Sea Level Change?

INTRODUCTION ::

Geologists have found evidence that sea level
has not always been the same. In fact, many
geologists believe that it may have changed
by as much as 300 meters in the past 200 million
years. At one time large a,eas'of what is now
the Unified States were under sea water. The'sea,,
extended as far north.as the Dakotas.'Even
the Appalachian mountain area might have been
covered by the sea: What could have caused
such a great rise in sea level? Then, why did
sea level go back down?

OBJECTIVES
A'rter you have completed these activities, you
should be able to:
1. Describe the relationship between the
temperature and the volume of a rock,
2. Describe how the rate of sea-floor spreading
affects the volume of the mid-ocean ridge.
3. Predict the effpct of a change in the rate of
sea-floor spreading upe t sea level.

Copyright 1979 by Southeast tirssood State University
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PROCEDURE

'PART A: What is the relationship between the
temperature and the volume of a rock?

Materials: map, Atlantic Ocean Floor

Answer the fopowing questions from Your pre-
vious study of science or from the demonstrations
your teacher may conduct.

1. WhaZ happens to the liquid in a thermometer
when you put the thermometer in hot water?

cold water?

N.

2. You may have seen a hot-air balloon. Can you
explain how it is able to rise? What will cause
it to descend?

C

3. The metal lid on a glass jar Can often be
loosened by placing it in hot water. Why does
this work?

4. What property do these liquids, gases and
solids have in common?

5. What would happen to rocks in the earth's
crust if the/ were heated? cooled?



We have learned that a given mass of material
takes up more volume when warm than when
boa. Does this also apply to the ocean's crust?
Examind the map, Atlantic Ocean Floor, and
answer the following questions:

6.- Locate the Mid-Atlantic Ridge and the Sierra
Leone Rise. Is the crust ip those areas young
or old? How do you know?

7. Locate the Hatteras Plain and the Sierra Leone
Basin. Is the crust in those areas young or old?
How do you know?

8. Locate the area's identified in 6 and 7 above
on the profile On Worksheet 1. Where would you
expect the temperatures of the crust to be
high? low? Why?

9. Plot the heat flow values on the profile on
Worksheettl. Were your conclusions in
question 8 correct?



Scientists can actually take the temperature of
ocean - crust. They can do this 15y measuring what
is called heat flow,'.Which isTheat that is given
off by the crust.'The higher The heat flow, the
higher the temperature of the' - crust. Table 1
'contains some actual measurements of heat flow
in the Atlantic Oceantasin. These measurements
are irimicrocalories per square centimeter per
second. A calorie is the ar,nount'of heat it fakes
to raise the temperatUre of onegram of water one
degree Celsius. A microcalorier is one thousandth
of a calorie. These measurements, then, are
of very small differences in rock temperature.

.e.

4

,

. _ ..
t j

* ..

s

A.

Table 1.
Heat flow data for use with Worksheet 1.
(Langseth, Le Pechon and Ewing, 1966)

0 9
..., A,

Location Heat flow
1 0.9
2 1.0
3 1.0
4 1.4
5 1.6
6 0.8
7 1.8
8 1.6
9 1.4

10 1.0

i

O
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'PROCEDURE
PART B: How could changes in the rate of sea-

( floor spreading influence seallevel?

Materials. Fet of 36 blocks for model ocean on
Worksheet 2, transparent tape, scissors, colored
pencils.

Scientists suggest that big changes in sea level
are caused by changes in the volume of the
mid-ocean ridge. Its volume can be decreased by
the destruction of parts of the ridge or by the

-decrease in the rate of sea-floor spreading. The
volume of the ridge can be increased by the
formation of new ridges or by increasing the rate
of sea-floor spreading.

in this activity you'will be using a model ocean
consisting of a paper grid (Worksheet 2) and
blocks. You will investigate the effect of a change
in the rate of sea-floor spreading upon the
volume of the mid-ocean ridges and the height
of sea4ev'el. Notice that the grid is ruled into
rectangles the same size as the blocks. Also notice
that subduction zones, a mid-ocean rift and sea
level are indicated on the grid. This model
is of all the world's ocean basins combined. In
other words, the ridge represents all places where
new_crust originates and the ends of the paper
represent subduction zones where crust is
destroyed. The blocks will represent the crust.
You will collect data on the effect of two changes
of rate of *sea-floor spreading upon your model
ocean.'

c

1. Cut out and tape together the two sections of
the paper grid on Worksheet 2. Follow the
instructions right on the grid. The bottom of the
grid represents the ocean floor during a period
when sea-floor spreading was not taking place.
Notice that there is no ridge present. This is
time interval 0. Sea level is now at 0.

2. Build four stacks of blocks, each stack three
blocks high. Lay the stacks down on the grid
on Worksheet 2, two stacks on each side of the
rift, You have started an episode of sea-floor
spreading. This is time interval 1. The four
columns represent the mid-ocean ridge.

In this activity the rate of sea-floor spreading is
represented by the number of stacks you use.
Four stacks of blocks would represent a faster
spreading rate than two stacks.

I)

3. Count the number of blocks added at the rift.
_Record the number-in column 2 of Worksheet 3.
As you continue this activity, some blocks
will be removed, by going into subduction zones
(off the grid). Also, the ridge will cool and shrink
down. Therefore blocks will he removed, to
represent shrinkage. The total number of blocks
removed is recorded in column 3. (In step 2 above:
total blocks removed =

4. Determine the difference between the number
of blocks added (column 2) and the number
removed (column 3). In the first time interval
this is equal to 12r which is the total number of
blocks added. Record this in column 4.

5. Determine thechange in sea level by dividing
the number in column 4 by 12, which is the total
number of block lengths across the grid. Enter._
this number in column 6. Thig will give the ch-ange
in sea level in units of block height. In this case
it is one. '.

6. Using the 6ta from column 6, draw a line
across the grid (Worksheet 2) to represent the new
sea level. Use a colored pencil. Each newAsea
level should be drawn in a different color.

7. Repeat all of the procedures above until there
is no change in sea level. Reme'mber to do the
same thing on both sides of the ridge at each step
throughout the PROCEDURE. The old crust
(blocks) must be pushed away from the rift (to the
right and left) so that there is room to insert the
new crust (blocks). Remember that at each time
interval, you must first insert new material or/
at the rift and then you remove one block from'
each stack of all old parts of the crust. This
represents shrinkage due to the cooling of the
older rock. Add the number of blocks removed
due to shrinkage to the number of any blocks
subducted off the ends of the grid, and record
the total in column 3.

C. Now add "new crust" at the slow rate (two
stacks of three blocks each; one stack on each
side of the rift) and record your results until once
again there is no change in sea level.

9. Complete column 5 by adding the data from
column 4. (Add each new ridge volume to the
previous ridge volumes.)



Data Table

Column 1
,

Time !' .'
interval "'added,

.Column 2
otal blocks

both
sides of ridge

Column 3
Total blocks
removld, both
sides of ridge

Column 4
Change in
ridge volume
(Col. 2.minus
Col. 3 7-- )

i

Column 5
Total volume
since spread-
ing began

Column 6
Change in soa
level from
previous time
interval ,

(Col. 4 )

Column 7
Total change
in sea level
since spread-
ing began . .

12

. 0 0

. .

2

3
.

.

5

6 .

8

26

24

22

20

18

16

0
14

D

5- 12

0z 10

Data from column 5

1 2

Cretaceous

Time interval

Worksheet 3 (PART B)

6 7 8

Present

re

2

Data from column 7

0
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 8

Cretaceous Present
Time interval

26.'
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10. On the graph on Worksheet 3 marked Change
in Ridge Volume, plot the data you recorded
in column 5. The resulting curve represents
changes in the volume of the mid-ocean ridge.

11. On the graph on Worksheet 3 marked Total
Change in Sea Level, plot the data you recorded
in column 7. The resulting curve represents
changes in sea level.

12. Examine the two graphs. What happened
to the volume of the mid-ocean ridge and to
sea level at the first introduction of new crust
(time interval 1)? What do you think caused this?

13. As you continued with the high rate of sea-
floor spreading, what happened to the volume
of the ocean ridge? sea level?

14. When you used a slower rate of spreading
(step 3), what happened to the mid-ocean ridge?
to sea level?

15. Why does sea level reach a point where it no
longer changes? Did you find that this, occurred
during both fast and slow rates of spreading?

16. Describe the relationships between rate of
sea-floor spreading, volume of ridge, and sea
level.

co

27
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The model you built in step l represents the
ocean before the beginning of the Cretaceous.
Little or no spreading was taking place. Sea-floor
spreading started during the Cretaceous (step 2)
and continued at a high rate through time
interval 4. After that it slowed.

17. What can you say about changes in sea level
during the Cretaceous and up to Present time?

18. As sea level` rose- during the Cretaceous,
where did the water go? What evidence do we
have today as to where the water went?

SUMMARY QUESTIONS ozmaimgaa2graur-----.,-
1. What is the relationship between the tem-
perature of a substance, the volume it occupies
and its density?

2. How does the rate of sea-floor spreading affect
`sea level?

REFERENCE
Hays, J.D. and Pitman, W.C. HI, 1973, Litho-

spheric plate motion, sea level changes and
climatic and ecolonical consequences. Nature,
e246, no. 5427 (Nov. 2), p. 18-22.

a

19. Why has sea level gone down since Ore-
taceous time? What evidence do we have that
sea level is now lower?

1

You have been dealing with a model that greatly
simplifies the idea of sea-floor spreading and
its effect on sea level. One of the simplifications
is that it treats the ocean basins as closed
containers with high vertical wails. This, of course,
is not rue. On the real earth, the ocean basins
are bounded by continents. The sides of con-
tinents slope gently toward their interior. As sea
level rises, water goes .up very slowly and the
area of the ocean expands into the interior
of the continents. Figure 1 indicates the'probable
extent of Cretaceous seas onto the continents.
You may be living in an area once covered by
those seas.

3. What has happened to sea level since early in
Cretaceous until the Present?

28 9
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Figure 1. The extent of the seas for three geo-
logical epochs:
a. Middle Cretaceous (94 to 100 million years ago)
b. Upper Cretaceous (70 to 85 million years ago)
c. Eocene (40 to 50 million years ago)
The approximate positions of the mid-ocean ridge
axes are shown in a and c. (From Hays and
iditman, 1973.)
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